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Wells, Faults, and Seismicity

- Dual-flash ('85) and Binary ('93)
  ~90 MWe
- < 1 MT/yr reinjection deficit
  (~10-30 MT/yr at Coso)
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Transient correlates with long-term rate implying related mechanisms
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Matched filter approach yields ~10x increase
Rapid seismicity rates changes linked to rates of change in production and injection
Production from Cluster 1 dominates total produced fluids.

Production Cluster 1: draws from “Feeder” fault.
Injection Cluster 2: Reinjection into bounding faults.

Well Trajectories and Open Hole Sections
Afterslip?
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Fluid Redistribution?
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Best fitting depth: 1.7km
Hydraulic diff: 0.004 m²/s

Source of Deformation? Aseismic Slip, Poroelastic Reservoir Response?
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Summary

• Robust observations at Heber Geothermal Field in So. CA:
  • Long-term subsidence: Thermoelastic or Poroelastic?
  • Slow, decade long geodetic transient
  • Rapid seismicity rate changes

• Geodetic observations linked to industrial activities
  • Fluid-redistribution: Changing I/P volumes with constant net production

• Seismicity linked directly to rates of injection and production
  • Role(s) of feeder fault and reservoir bounding

• Mechanism for transient deformation is presently unclear
Total injection dominated by Clusters 2 and 3.
Production Patterns

Total production dominated by Cluster 1 …
Seismicity rate changes... on a plate boundary fault?
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